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one of the coolest tools in the new nuendo is the batch export window. it allows you to view and
export more than one project at the same time. if you have a lot of projects you're working on, you
can batch export them all to a single file, a directory, or even a zip archive and then save the file.
you can even split it into several files if you need to. the new default sequencing for nuendo is to

sequence the audio events on the tracks in a linear fashion (i.e., starting at the top of the leftmost
track and going to the top of the rightmost track, and then, in sequence, working down the tracks
until they reach the bottom of the last track). this means that the projects created by nuendo now
have a much neater, and more professional, appearance. in the old nuendo, you had to group the

clips manually to create a track before you could start a track's sequence - now, there's no need to
do this. just select an audio event and drag it to the track that you want it to go on. anyway, the list

above is just a roundabout way of saying that nuendo 5 is a big improvement over previous versions.
and it's extremely intuitive. everything is accessible to the novice user, but it also retains everything
that experienced users appreciate in previous versions. nuendo's timeline is much more flexible than
the old one, with comments and links on audio segments. it's also much faster to navigate. its new
routing tools are also pretty wonderful. i found that i could now carry out more complex operations
than i'd expected, such as copying different copies of the same audio file to different destinations.

i'm delighted to be able to do this, since i've had many occasions to try and do so previously, but it's
rarely been possible.
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the nuencore50 program offers a summary of the key features of nuendo 5.5. it lists all the new
features, and also includes a complete list of the new plug-ins. the basic plug-ins section lists all the
plug-ins that come with nuendo; and the plus plug-ins section lists those plug-ins that cost extra. as

always, steinberg have put a lot of effort into making nuendo's user interface both intuitive and
feature-rich, and yet at the same time, they've made it clear that they've put a lot of thought into
making the program's use both expedient and engaging. to that end, there are a host of new and

improved features in nuendo 5. for starters, you can now add any number of files to any track
without having to manually select them. just drag and drop the files onto the track, and the nuendo
file browser will automatically set the track's sample instruments to read the new sample data. at
the same time, you can still add samples to tracks using the inspector, but it's a much quicker and
more intuitive process, since you can simply drag the sample to the track and then click the drum

offset bar to adjust the sample's time. this is a great feature because, when it comes to audio
editing, you're rarely ever going to want more than 10 or 20 samples at any one time, so there's no
need to search and click through a bunch of empty tracks. in theory, you can then add all of your

samples to a single track in the project window and then edit them all at once. but, in practice, i've
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found that the inspector's way of importing samples is much easier. better still, there's a new option
in the inspector to easily create a new instrument track, which makes it easy to quickly lay down

some drums or other tracks on which you'll then apply samples. the existing drum editor has been
greatly improved and now offers a more sophisticated set of tools, with the ability to combine
multiple samples into one instrument. instead of having to load, edit and save multiple drum
samples into separate tracks, you can now layer them all together, and you can even toggle

between them using the standard cubase navigational tools. the new loop mash feature is also a
great way to quickly make cool, complex drum loops. this is one of the most powerful features in the
drum editor, allowing you to create an unlimited number of loops at once, and they all automatically
track to the same bpm. steinberg have also improved the way that you can add effects to samples.
there are now a host of new options available when you edit samples, including the ability to add

echo, chorus, reverb and delay to any sample, and the ability to adjust the amount of each effect. as
before, you can also add fades, cross-fades and dynamics to samples, and the new sample editor
now allows you to create samples that automatically crossfade between them, rather than simply

allowing you to drag-and-drop the samples. 5ec8ef588b
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